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Purpose: To ascertain if optical biometry determination of axial length (AL) and intraocular
lens (IOL) power is significantly different compared to ultrasound (US) biometry in cases with
borderline signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
Patients and methods: Sixty patients who had cataract and IOL Master biometry with borderline SNR (1.6–2.0) were included. A retrospective chart review was performed to compare
data collected with optical biometry and US biometry in cataract cases with borderline SNR.
Results: Results showed that optical biometry IOL and AL measurements were not significantly
different from the US measurements. Analysis also demonstrated good agreement between the
two methods.
Conclusion: Our study suggests that, in cases of borderline quality data, IOL power and AL
measurements with optical biometry are still useful in surgical planning and that additional US
measurements may be used more as a corroborative tool.
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With an incidence of 53.7%, cataract remains a significant ophthalmic morbidity
where surgical treatment continues to be the definitive treatment and active area of
research.1,2 An increasing number of technologies have been introduced over time to
assist in biometric measurement of the eye, further enhancing refractive accuracy and
precision as an achievable quality metric.
Optical biometry has been one of the mainstay elements in biometry over the
past two decades, essentially supplanting routine use of applanation and immersionbased ultrasound (US) for most cataract assessments.3–6 However, this technique has
inherent limitations based on use of wavelengths in this region of the electromagnetic
spectrum. Data quality for optical biometry is frequently diminished in cases of very
dense cataracts and posterior subcapsular cataracts, and this can be quantified in the
form of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).7–9 Olsen et al reported a minimum difference in
axial length (AL) between optical biometry and US at an SNR value of $2.1. They
also found that the rate of error started increasing at SNR of 2.0 and reached its peak at
approximately 1.3.10 In these clinical scenarios, it is common to then rely on applanation or immersion US, which serves as either an adjunct or primary biometric device
for surgical planning.11 When optical biometry results in clear-cut poor quality data,
US often is the only tool available, though this typically requires more time, human
personnel power, extra training and a higher level of patient contact.12–19
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What is less known is how different technologies compare
when signal from the optical biometry is of borderline quality,
which could result from poor patient fixation, high refractive error, dense media opacities or posterior subcapsular
cataract.20,21 The objective of this study was to determine the
differences in AL and recommended intraocular lens (IOL)
power measured in the same eye with these methods when
optical biometry yields borderline quality results.
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Figure 1 Different levels of signal quality resulting from optical biometry.
Abbreviations: AL, axial length; SNR, signal-to-noise ratio.

AL determination was 0.055 mm (95% CI, -0.013–0.1219).
The mean difference of IOL power calculation between
IOL Master and US biometry was 0.092 D (Holladay I),
0.204 D (Hoffer Q), 0.130 D (SRK-T) and 0.093 D (average of all three formulae) (Table 1). Figure 2A shows how
the IOL power calculations obtained with IOL Master and
US biometry compare side by side. Figure 2B shows how
the AL measurements obtained with IOL Master and US
biometry compare to each other. IOL Master AL measurements were not significantly different from US biometry measurements by 0.1 mm (P=0.1769) or by 0.03 mm (P=0.463)
(Table 2).
In addition, there was good correlation between biometry
for AL (R=0.968) and IOL power calculation (R=0.987).
The Bland–Altman plots in Figure 3 show the relationship
between IOL Master and US biometry measurements for AL,
as well as IOL power using Holladay I, Hoffer Q, SRK-T
and the average of 3 formulae, with the variability around the
mean appearing to be ±0.34, ±1.09, ±1.17, ±1.0, and ±1.12,
respectively.

Results

Discussion

The mean AL for IOL Master was 24.391 mm, and the mean
AL for US biometry was 24.336 mm. The mean difference of

Optical biometry offers many distinct advantages compared
to US-guided biometry. It is a non-contact approach with
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Patients and methods
This retrospective medical record review research project was
approved by the Institutional Review Board of Department of
Veteran Affairs (VA) Puget Sound Health Care System, and
the study protocol adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of
Helsinki. Electronic medical records were searched for patients
who underwent cataract surgery at a single hospital-based eye
clinic after they received both optical biometry with the IOL
Master (IOLMaster 500, Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA,
USA) and US biometry (Eyecubed, Ellex Inc., Minneapolis,
MN, USA) prior to surgery. Since this is a low-risk retrospective study and all patients were de-identified prior to data
analysis, the Institutional Review Board at VA Puget Sound
has waived the need for informed consent (FWA00004617).
Patients who had IOL Master biometry with borderline
SNR (1.6–2.0) were included, while patients with good SNR
(.2.0), poor SNR (,1.6), and borderline SNR associated
with non-physiologic AL values were excluded (Figure 1).
A total of 60 patients and 95 eyes were reviewed. Of the
22 patients who met the inclusion criteria, 25 eyes were analyzed for IOL power, while 27 eyes were analyzed for AL.
All optical biometry and US scans were performed by the
same two experienced personnel. Of note, these personnel
separately took measurements on different eyes.
The Holladay 1 IOL formula was used for comparison
for each biometric unit with an identical surgeon factor.
Additional analysis with the Hoffer Q (fixed identical
peripheral anterior chamber depth [pACD]), SRK-T (fixed
identical A constant) and average of all three formulae was
also performed. The calculated IOL power for one single
piece acrylic IOL (ZCB00, Abbott Medical Optics Inc., Santa
Ana, CA, USA) in the capsular bag with a refractive target
of -0.50 and the mean AL were then compared.
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS version 24
(IBM Corporation, New York, NY, USA) with P,0.05 considered statistically significant.
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Table 1 Mean, standard deviation and difference in mean of AL and IOL power from IOL Master and US biometry
IOL Master AL (mm)
US AL (mm)
Holladay I
IOL Master lens power (D)
US lens power (D)
Hoffer Q
IOL Master lens power (D)
US lens power (D)
SRK-T
IOL Master lens power (D)
US lens power (D)
All average
IOL Master lens power (D)
US lens power (D)

N (eyes)

Mean

SD

SE mean

Difference in mean

95% CI

P-value

27
27

24.391
24.336

1.0398
0.9953

0.20012
0.19155

0.055

(−0.013–0.1219)

0.054

27
27

20.148
20.056

2.6991
2.9034

0.5194
0.5588

0.092

(-0.127–0.312)

0.394

27
27

20.167
19.963

2.7210
2.9448

0.5237
0.5667

0.204

(-0.0307–0.4381)

0.086

27
27

20.167
20.037

2.5570
2.7663

0.4921
0.5324

0.130

(−0.0726–0.3319)

0.199

27
27

20.130
20.037

2.7372
2.9218

0.5268
0.5623

0.093

(−0.1338–0.3190)

0.408

Abbreviations: IOL, intraocular lens; AL, axial length; US, ultrasound.

likely accuracy and reproducibility in the context of nonsevere pathology. When limitations such as dense media
opacity, high axial myopia, and/or poor fixation prevent use
of optical biometry, US-guided biometry becomes a useful
alternative method, as it can be used in cases with significant
media opacity.13–16
In this study, we compared optical biometry and US
biometry in cataract cases with borderline SNR (1.6–2.0) to
better assist cataract surgeons in decision making. Similarly,
there were no statistically significant differences in AL measurements between the two groups. We know from previous
studies that optical biometry measurements are most reliable
when SNR is .2.0, while SNR of #1.3 results in the largest
variance between optical and US biometry.10 However, little
is established in literature for cases with borderline SNR. The
results from this study help to determine that in such cases,

optical biometry (IOL Master in particular) may still be utilized or, at the very least, clinically relevant when making
IOL selections for a specific refractive target.
Even in cases where high-quality data is available, our
results and literature also suggest that there is still room
for improvement in order to achieve more precise postoperative refractive results. It is therefore still important to
any discussion of cataract surgery that there may be a role
for spectacles after surgery despite the array of treatments,
technologies and formulae. A recent study in 2017 reported
49% of patients were still spectacle-dependent for distance
after cataract extraction with IOL implant using the most
advanced technologies to target emmetropia. In addition,
there was a strong correlation between the use of spectacles
post-operatively and surgeons’ advice to obtain them for
optimal refractive outcome.22
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Figure 2 Box plots comparing corresponding data obtained from IOL Master and US biometry.
Notes: Left-sided values are obtained by IOL Master, and right-sided values are obtained by US biometry. (A) IOL calculation; (B) Axial length.
Abbreviations: IOL, intraocular lens; US, ultrasound.
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Table 2 Paired t-test comparing mean of AL obtained from IOL
Master and US biometry
Axial length (mm)

P-value

Difference in mean equal to 0.1 mm
Difference in mean equal to 0.03 mm

0.1769
0.463

Abbreviations: IOL, intraocular lens; AL, axial length; US, ultrasound.

Precise and accurate biometric data is a fundamental
requirement for successful refractive outcomes with cataract
surgery. However, pathology often highlights technological
related limitations where data of lower quality is the best
available. Newer modalities including those utilizing Swept
source-based technologies are being integrated to overcome
the technological limitations of prior generation biometry.23
Other fronts of improvement include intra-operative aberrometry where in vivo calculations can be used to corroborate

Conclusions
In conclusion, optical and US biometry compare favorably
with no clinically significant difference in IOL power and
axial length measurements when SNR is of borderline
quality. Optical biometry still proves clinically useful in
planning for such cases. Interestingly, and still an area of
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pre-operative assessment for confirmation or modification
of initial peri-operative plans. These additional tools are
most likely useful when there is general agreement among
technologies.24
For future purposes, additional review in the form of
refractive outcomes from the surgery and post-operative
axial length measurements would further elucidate the relative consistency between optical biometry and US as well
as cataractous and non-cataractous states.
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Figure 3 (Continued)
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Figure 3 Bland–Altman Plots demonstrating the agreement between IOL Master and US biometry.
Notes: (A) Bland–Altman plot for axial length. (B) Bland–Altman plot for IOL power using the Holladay 1 formula. (C) Bland–Altman plot for IOL power using the Hoffer
Q formula. (D) Bland–Altman plot for IOL power using the SKR-T formula. (E) Bland–Altman plot for IOL power using the average of 3 formulae.
Abbreviations: IOL, intraocular lens; US, ultrasound.

active interest, optical biometry can yield clinically significant refractive error even in some cases with good SNR.
This suggests that appropriate discussion with patients on
refractive target and post-operative spectacle use is necessary in every cataract case even as methods continue to
improve.
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